INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
INSULATION SOCKET

Type:
FV-UM90-75PO / FV-UM125PO
FV-UM160PO / FV-UM200PO
1) Slide Heat shrink sliding muff and shrink sleeves onto pipe ends.

2) Apply Rubber end caps onto pipe ends.

3) Do the welding.

4) Rubber end caps: Tie only cable ties at the carrier pipes.

5) Fit length of insulation, wrap around the carrier pipe(s.)

6) Fix with 2 remaining cable ties from the rubber end caps.

7) Clean casing pipes at the pipe ends and rubber end caps.

8) Slide Heat shrink sliding muff over the connection and warm up both ends continuously with a soft, yellow flame until reaching the area with rubber end caps.

9) Position both heat shrink sleeves between casing and sliding muff but clean first the casing pipe and sliding muff in this area.

10) Remove protective foil and packing.

11) Warm up heat shrink sleeves continuously with a soft, yellow flame.

!!!! Be careful when warming up corrugated casing pipes in order to avoid damages !!!!